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Abstract
Purpose: This is a first-in-man safety study in locally advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC) using a targeted intra-
arterial delivery catheter (RenovoCath�).
Methods: Twenty patients were enrolled in a four-stage dose escalation of intra-arterial, locally delivered gem-
citabine, at doses up to 1000 mg/m2. Patients’ symptoms and laboratory values were monitored for safety and
tolerability. Secondary endpoints included the effect on tumor size, tumor markers, and survival.
Results: One hundred one treatments were administered to 20 patients. Five patients dropped out early due to
adverse events or withdrawing consent. Serious adverse events and complications were as follows: sepsis (n = 3),
grade 3 neutropenia (n = 3), guide-mediated vascular dissection (n = 3), and pulmonary toxicity (n = 1). There
were no cases of elevated liver or pancreatic enzymes. All sepsis cases occurred in patients with biliary stent/
drains, prompting the addition of periprocedural treatment with antibiotics, which effectively prevented further
sepsis in the study. Efficacy analysis was limited to 15 patients who received more than two treatments. Fifty-
eight percent of these patients had a reduction in CA 19-9 tumor markers, 3 patients had tumor progression,
1 had partial response, and 11 showed disease stability. The survival rate at 12 months was 60%.
Conclusions: The results demonstrate feasibility of localized and selective intra-arterial chemotherapy delivery to
the pancreas utilizing the RenovoCath. With gemcitabine, this approach is safe, with the sole prerequisite of peri-
operative antibiotics for patients with prior biliary drainage/stent. Efficacy results suggest a survival benefit when
compared to historical control, especially in patients with prior radiation therapy.
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Introduction
Improving the survival curve of pancreatic cancer has
been a clinical challenge, with an average median sur-
vival time stalled at 9–12 months from time of diagno-
sis.1 Most patients are diagnosed in the later stages
(3 and 4) when they are ineligible for surgical resection,
currently the only potential for a cure. The last 3 years
have seen new approaches, including the use of combi-
nation chemotherapy (fluorouracil [5-FU], leucovorin,
irinotecan, and oxaliplatin or gemcitabine plus Abrax-
ane) for the treatment of stage 4 (metastatic) disease,

and modest gains in survival with an increase in me-
dian survival of 8–16 weeks.2,3

However, there has been little progress in treating
patients with locally advanced disease (LAPC [locally
advanced pancreatic cancer]). The only class one indi-
cated treatment for these patients remains systemic
gemcitabine, which was approved 18 years ago. Various
other treatment strategies have been used, including
the previously mentioned combination chemotherapy
approved for patients with stage 4 disease, a chemora-
diation regimen and, more recently, registry data that
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support the use of irreversible electroporation both
with and without resection.4–11

One major cause of treatment failure for pancreatic
cancer appears to be the inability of systemic chemo-
therapy to penetrate the tumor tissue. Koay et al. dem-
onstrated that patients with poor prognosis may have
two rate-limiting steps affecting drug efficacy12: (1)
poor penetration of the drug through the extracellu-
lar matrix (poor perfusion of dense matrix) and (2)
poor intracellular metabolism of the drug, in the case
of gemcitabine.

In line with these thoughts, various methods are
under investigation to overcome the poor perfusion
into these tumors and improve drug penetration and
subsequent clinical outcomes. These include use of
agents/drugs to increase the permeability of the extra-
cellular matrix, binding of the drug to carriers to
enhance uptake, and directly accessing the tumor
through laparoscopy/laparotomy.13–15

Another recent approach involves the use of a
novel catheter, the RC-120 (RenovoRx, Los Altos,
CA), to isolate segments of the major blood vessels
around the tumor and, using localized perfusion to
deliver high concentrations of the drug directly into
the tumor. The advantages of localized intra-arterial
(IA) drug therapy to the pancreas, shown in animal
study,16 are several, including the following:

(1) A much higher concentration of the drug rea-
ches the tumor when delivered locally, rather
than systemically.

(2) The mechanism of drug delivery is independent
of visible feeders to the tumor.

(3) Systemic exposure to the drug, which is a rate-
limiting step in drug escalation dosing, is reduced.

The RC-120 is a dual-balloon catheter introduced
through the femoral artery into the arterial segment of
interest. The dual-balloon mechanism isolates blood
flow in the region and allows the infusion of drug into
the isolated region through an infusion port located be-
tween the two balloons. In this study, we show the results
of the first-in-man study, which evaluated the safety of
using the RC-120 catheter in patients with LAPC. The
study used a dose escalation regimen of gemcitabine
starting at 250 mg/m2 and increasing up to 1000 mg/
m2 (the standard dose for intravenous infusion), as tol-
erated. The primary endpoints were to establish the
maximum tolerated dose of gemcitabine administered
intra-arterially to the pancreatic tumor and to test the
safety and tolerability of gemcitabine administered

intra-arterially to pancreatic tumors using the RC-120
device. The secondary endpoints of the study included
overall response (as assessed using Response Evalua-
tion Criteria in Solid Tumors [RESIST] criteria),
tumor marker reduction, and overall survival.

Methods
This study was carried out at two institutions, El
Camino Hospital in Mountain View, California, and
Florida Hospital in Tampa Bay, and approved by the
local IRB at both institutions. Eligible patients had a di-
agnosis of stage 3 locally advanced unresectable pan-
creatic cancer (based on NCCN guidelines). Patients
with prior treatments were eligible, with the exception
of prior pancreatic resection surgery. They must have
had a Karnofsky score of 70 or greater at the time of
enrollment and been able to undergo catheterization
procedure. Twenty patients at two centers were en-
rolled in a four-stage dose escalation study of gemcita-
bine up to 1000 mg/m2. Each patient underwent up
to eight IA treatments. Standard laboratory values, in-
cluding liver and pancreatic enzymes, blood counts,
and clinical symptoms were monitored to assess dose-
limiting toxicities (DLTs). Feasibility and safety of re-
peated IA treatments were also assessed. Secondary end-
points that were assessed included the effect on tumor
markers and on tumor size as measured by imaging.

Treatment was delivered in a 28-day cycle and con-
sisted of two IA doses of gemcitabine, with the first
dose on Day 1 and the second dose on Day 15 of the
cycle. There was an additional week of rest between
each cycle. Intrapatient dose escalation was followed,
and the first dose escalation occurred at the beginning
of Cycle 2 (on Day 36) at a dose of 500 mg/m2 if no
DLTs were experienced in Cycle 1 (Fig. 1). Dose esca-
lation occurred at the beginning of Cycle 3 to a dose of
750 mg/m2 (on Day 71) if no DLTs were experienced in
Cycle 2. The dose was further escalated to 1000 mg/m2

(on Day 106) at the beginning of Cycle 4 if no DLTs
were experienced in Cycle 3.

Each patient underwent CT angiography (CTA) of
the abdomen before the first procedure. The target ves-
sel was selected based on best proximity to the tumor
before the interventional procedure. The arteries tar-
geted included the celiac artery, the splenic artery,
the common hepatic artery, the gastroduodenal artery
(GDA), and the superior mesenteric artery (SMA),
based on tumor location. As some tumors abutted
more than one vessel, an alternative treatment site
was chosen in sequential treatments. Angiography
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was performed using standard techniques, followed by
the introduction of a guiding sheath to the target vessel.
Patients were heparinized intravenously at a dose of
50 mg/kg during the procedure, and subsequently, the
RC-120 device was introduced to the target vessel
using prior CTA images to determine the ideal landing
zone in the target vessel. This was done through 3D re-
construction of the tumor boundaries (TeraRecon Soft-
ware) and then overlaying the pictures on CTA images.
The arterial landmarks on the CTA were then used to
identify the balloon landing zone before the procedure.
During the procedure, once the catheter was in posi-
tion and the dual balloons inflated, gemcitabine was in-
fused over 20 min at the rate of 6 mL/min (total of 120
mLs). After the infusion was completed, the catheter
and guiding sheath were removed, and standard closure
technique to the access site was utilized. Patients stayed
overnight for observation and requisite blood draws.
Once IA therapy was completed, the patients were sub-
sequently managed at the discretion of their physician.

Statistical technique
Kaplan–Meier method was used to calculate survival
over time. Log-Rank test was used to compare survival
estimates across groups. Fisher’s exact test was used to

make binary comparisons looking at age, sex, number
of treatments, tumor size, and prior treatment and
treatment outcome.

Results
Twenty patients with LAPC received dose-escalated
gemcitabine delivered intra-arterially through the RC-
120 device at two centers over a 14-month period start-
ing in May 2015. Baseline demographic and clinical
characteristics are listed in Table 1. The median age
of patients was 70 years (range: 51–84 years), including
9 men and 11 women. Nine patients were treatment
naive, six had received prior chemoradiation, and five
had prior chemotherapy. Eighty-five percent of patients
presented with pancreatic head/uncinate process lesions
and 15% presented with body/tail lesions. Nine of the
20 patients had a biliary stent or drain in place before
the first IA procedure. Median follow-up for all patients
was 12 months from the time of study initiation. During
the course of the study, a total of 101 cycles of IA chemo-
therapy were administered to 20 patients.

The two most common serious complications asso-
ciated with the procedure and resulting in early drop-
out were sepsis and vascular dissection (Table 2). We
witnessed three episodes of sepsis during the study,

FIG. 1. Treatment study regimen for IA treatment. Cycle 1 started at the lowest dose of gemcitabine (250 mg/
m2). Subsequent cycles were dose escalated by 250 mg/m2 each cycle if a DLT was not experienced during that
cycle, up to a maximum dose of 1000 mg/m2. *Starting with the ninth enrolled patient, the dose for the first
cycle increased to 500 mg/m2. DLT, dose-limiting toxicity; IA, intra-arterial.
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two of which resulted in early patient dropout. Two of
the three cases occurred after the very first treatment.
The incidences of sepsis were limited to patients who
had previous biliary obstructions that required prior
interventions for drainage of the biliary tract (i.e., stents
and or drains) and treatment in the hepatic artery.
There was no incidence of sepsis in patients who did
not have prior external manipulation of the bili-
ary duct. This suggests colonization of the tract as a
potential substrate for cholangitis and sepsis follow-

ing arterial chemotherapy. Of note, in prior reports
of patients with transarterial delivery of chemotherapy
to the liver, a similar mechanism of sepsis has been
described.17 Instituting a preoperative and one-week
postoperative prophylactic regimen of antibiotics to-
ward the latter half of our study prevented any further
incidence of sepsis in our cohort.

All cases of arterial dissection involved manipulation
and placement of the guiding sheath into the tortuous
area of vessel or segments involving tumor impingement
on the vessel wall. We witnessed three such dissections,
two of which resulted in early dropout from the study;
the third was treated with a stent. None of dissections
resulted in clinical sequelae, likely due to the redundant
nature of the arterial vasculature.

Other rare complications (n = 1) are summarized in
Table 2. Notable among these complications is one
case of pulmonary toxicity following the sixth treatment,
a rare, but known, adverse event associated with gemci-
tabine.18 The reaction was self-limiting, requiring a one-
night hospital stay with subsequent discharge of the pa-
tient after improvement of his pulmonary status; it did,
however, obviate any further treatment in the study.

It is noteworthy that, while a primary focus of the
safety study was to assess the potential for pancreatitis
and/or hepatitis as a possible result of local occlusion of
blood flow to the treatment area and delivery of high-
dose chemotherapy, we observed no incidence of either.

In terms of hematological side effects (Table 3), three
patients experienced Grade 3 neutropenia 1 week after
drug infusion (15%), none of whom required any inter-
vention and all of whom returned to baseline values be-
fore the next treatment. We had three cases of grade 1

Table 1. Patient Characteristics

Characteristic No. %

Age, years
Median 70
Range 51–84

Sex
Male 9 45
Female 11 55

Stage of tumor
I 0 0
II 0 0
III 20 100
IV 0 0

Prior treatment
Yes 11 55
No 9 45

Prior chemotherapy only
Yes 5 25
No 15 75

Prior chemoradiation
Yes 6 30
No 14 70

Prior surgery
Yes 0 0
No 20 100

A total of 20 patients were enrolled between May 2015 and July 2016
at two participating sites. The median age was 70, with 9 men and 11
women. At the time of enrollment, 11 patients had received prior treat-
ment before joining the study.

Table 2. Serious Adverse Events

Parameter
No. of patients

Vascular
Visceral arterial dissection

Requiring termination of further treatment 2
Continuing further treatment 1

Vascular access complication
Hematoma (self-limited, conservative

management)
1

Nonvascular
Pulmonary distress 1
Sepsis 3
Gastritis 1
Duodenal obstruction 1

Sepsis and vascular dissection were the most common complications
associated with the procedure that contributed to early dropout.

Table 3. Toxicities (Grade 3 and Grade 4)

Toxicity

Grade 3 Grade 4

No. of
patients %

No. of
patients %

Hematologic
Neutropenia 3 15 0 0
Thrombocytopenia 0 0 0 0
Leukopenia 0 0 0 0

Nonhematologic
Bilirubin 0 0 0 0
Hyperglycemia 3 15 0 0
Elevated liver function test 0 0 0 0
Elevated pancreatic enzymes 0 0 0 0
Gastritis 1 5 0 0

Three patients (15%) experienced grade 3 neutropenia 1 week after
drug infusion. These cases involved drug infusion in arteries with at
least one visible side branch.
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transient hyperglycemia. All six cases of nausea were
grade 1.

Overall, five patients dropped out early (two treat-
ments or less) from the study. The causes of dropout
were sepsis, arterial dissection, withdrawing consent,
or a combination thereof. The other 15 patients re-
ceived on average 5.6 treatments, with seven patients
completing all eight treatments.

Efficacy
We limited our efficacy analysis to the 15 patients who
had received more than one cycle of two treatments.
Reasons for early dropout are as discussed above. In
this cohort, five patients had no prior treatment, five
had prior chemotherapy, and five had chemoradiation
before their IA chemotherapy treatment.

Based on RECIST criteria, 3 patients experienced
tumor progression, 1 had partial responses, and 11
demonstrated disease stability at the end of the study
5 months post-treatment initiation (Table 4). Twelve
patients had measurable CA 19-9 levels. Overall, 58%
had some reduction of their CA19-9 tumor markers
and 35% had a greater than 20% reduction in CA 19-9.

The survival rate was 60% at 12 months and 43%
at 24 months from the time of diagnosis in these
patients. Notably, in the subgroup of seven patients
that completed all eight treatments, we observed a sur-
vival rate of 78% at 12 months and 53% at 24 months.

Last, it appears that prior radiation positively im-
pacts the efficacy of our treatment. Five out of the 15
patients analyzed received radiation treatment before

Table 4. Efficacy: Tumor Response (Clinical
and or Radiological Progression), RECIST Criteria
CT Response, CA19-9

Parameter No. of patients %

Stable disease 11 73
Progression 3 20
Partial response 1 7
CA 19-9 reduction 9 60
>20% CA 19-9 reduction 5 33

Of the 15 patients who received more than two treatments, 11 had
stable disease, 3 experienced tumor progression, and 1 had partial re-
sponse. Nine patients displayed a reduction in CA 19-9 tumor markers,
in five of which it was greater than 20%.

RESIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors.

FIG. 2. Survival curve. The median survival from the time of diagnosis is 43% for all 15 patients at 24 months.
From these 15 patients, the subset of patients with prior chemoradiation treatment (n = 5) had a median
survival of 80% at 24 months.
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treatment with the RC-120. Of these five, four survived
beyond 2 years from the time of diagnosis with survival
of 80% at 24 months (Fig. 2). Furthermore, those who
received prior chemoradiation treatment had the best
response in terms of consecutive reduction of tumor
marker after each cycle treatment (shown in Fig. 3—
80% of patients in this cohort versus 10% in all other
patients, p < 0.05).

Discussion
Commonly, a goal for patients with LAPC is to deter-
mine if upfront chemotherapy or combination chemo-
radiation can reduce the stage of the tumor and allow
for resection.

However, the majority of patients with LAPC are in-
eligible for resection and ultimately receive systemic
therapy and local palliative therapies alone. As such,
nonsurgical approaches remain the mainstay of ther-
apy in these patients.1

A key limiting factor for clinical efficacy of therapy in
LAPC patients is inefficient drug delivery to the cancer
cells, due to the hypovascular nature of pancreatic cancer
tumors as well as the dense matrix deposited around the
tumor cells.12,19,20 As such, the current treatment para-
digm for patients with LAPC involves treatment regi-
mens that go beyond systemic drug therapy and,
instead, uses modalities that address the disease locally

and directly, including radiation and treatment based
on electroporation. Radiation, including stereotactic
body radiation therapy, despite showing early promising
results in stabilizing the primary tumor, has not demon-
strated significant survival benefit in recent trials.6,21

Last, the new modality based on electroporation for
local disease control has shown promising registry re-
sults, but prospective data are lacking, and the applica-
tion is mostly limited to patients already being
considered for surgery and resection (i.e., borderline re-
sectable patients).11

Previous studies using nonselective transarterial che-
motherapy (TAC) with drug therapy for patients with
pancreatic cancer have shown modest positive re-
sults22,23; a meta-analysis of 298 patients (both stage 3
and 4) treated with TAC using gemcitabine showed a
survival benefit of 30% at 1 year, compared with systemic
gemcitabine.24 This modest benefit achieved with IA in-
fusion can potentially be improved if more selective drug
delivery to the pancreas itself is achieved, rather than
nonselective arterial infusion leading to drug flowing
into other organs such as the liver and the spleen. How-
ever, selective engagement of tumor feeders in LAPC is
not feasible due to the inability to identify feeders by an-
giography. The approach with the current technology
can potentially overcome both the above limitations (1)
by blocking the flow of drugs proximal and distal to

FIG. 3. Change in A 19-9 following RenovoCath IA treatments in patients with prior chemoradiation. Four of
the five patients with prior chemoradiation had a consecutive drop in CA 19-9 tumor markers. Each bar
represents one treatment cycle.
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the pancreatic tissue and (2) by using microperfusion/
microdiffusion through the vessel wall to deliver the
drugs into the tissue, obviating the need for identifying
and cannulating tumor feeders.

Here, as part of a safety study, we present the use of
gemcitabine in the first-in-human application of this
technology. In this dose escalation study, we demon-
strate that local delivery of gemcitabine using the RC-
120 device is safe up to a dose of 1000 mg/m2. The
major serious adverse events associated with this ap-
proach were sepsis (seen in patients with prior biliary
stent/drain) and guiding sheath-mediated dissection.
The incidence of former is similar to the occurrence
of sepsis in transarterial chemoembolization (TACE)
treatments for liver tumors; in our subsequent treat-
ment of patients with prior biliary drains/stents, the
use of perioperative antibiotics (the approach taken
to prevent sepsis in TACE treatments for liver tumors)
prevented further incidences of sepsis in these patients
(including unpublished data of 17 subsequent patients
treated since the completion of safety study).

Regarding guiding sheath-mediated dissection, as
this is the first-in-man use of this catheter, the expected
learning curve for use of the technique/technology is
not inconsistent with this reported complication.25

We expect that the number of dissections will decrease
as procedural experience with the technique increases.

There were 6 relatively low incidences of grade 3
neutropenia in 101 IA treatment (2 incidence in 3 pa-
tients each). There was no correlation between the dose
of gemcitabine and incidence of neutropenia in this
small subset. Of note, all cases of neutropenia involved
drug infusion in an area of the artery where there was
at least one visible side branch, presumably resulting in
systemic washout of locally delivered drugs. With local
therapy, the incidence if neutropenia appears favorable
compared to historical data for systemic gemcitabine
(15% vs. 27%).3

There was one incidence of pulmonary toxicity/
pneumonitis. This patient had a unique anatomy with
chronic occlusion of the celiac axis due to atheroscle-
rotic disease and retrograde flow of the hepatic arteries
through the GDA, through the SMA. As the tumor was
located in the pancreatic head, we could not achieve di-
rect isolation of the vessel segment abutting the tumor;
as such, the decision was made to deliver the drug
across the pancreatoduodenal connection by isolating
the SMA with expected retrograde flow of drug into
the GDA. We assume that the free flow of the drug
across the GDA may have introduced gemcitabine

into the pulmonary venous system through an arterio-
venous malformation.

In our cohort, based on CT and clinical findings, we
were able to demonstrate disease stability in 80% of the
patients, on average 5.0 months after first treatment (3
out of 15 patients had progressive disease before 5.0
months), and 35% of the patients showed greater
than a 20% reduction in CA 19-9.

The overall survival for this cohort appears encour-
aging when compared with systemic gemcitabine using
historical controls (Fig. 2). Despite multiple treat-
ment pathways being explored for patients with
LAPC, there are no randomized trials for some of the
more contemporary multidrug regimens that have
been shown to be superior to single-agent gemcitabine.
Nevertheless, registry data (excluding borderline resect-
able patients) yield median survival of 13–16 months,
which compares favorably to our results.6,26 However,
the efficacy portion of this study is limited by the
small sample size and, furthermore, unintended bias to-
ward a positive result in an industry-sponsored study.

Of note, patients with prior chemoradiation seemed
to receive the greatest clinical benefit from IA therapy
with RC-120 catheter, as measured both by median sur-
vival (Fig. 2 p < 0.1), and consecutive CA 19-9 reduction
after each treatment (Fig. 3). This finding forms the basis
of a hypothesis that prior chemoradiation enhances the
effects of IA treatment that requires further investigation
in both pre-clinical and clinical studies.

In summary, the results of this First-in-Man study
demonstrate the feasibility of localized and selective IA
chemo delivery to the pancreas utilizing the RC-120
Catheter. With the use of gemcitabine, this approach
is safe, with the sole prerequisite of perioperative
antibiotic treatment for patients with prior biliary
drainage/stent. The preliminary clinical efficacy is en-
couraging and should be investigated in subsequent
phase 2/3 studies.
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Abbreviations Used
AE ¼ adverse events

CTA ¼ CT angiography
DLTs ¼ dose-limiting toxicities
5-FU ¼ fluorouracil
GDA ¼ gastroduodenal artery

IA ¼ intra-arterial
IRE ¼ irreversible electroporation

LAPC ¼ locally advanced pancreatic cancer
SAE ¼ serious adverse events

SMA ¼ superior mesenteric artery
TAC ¼ transarterial chemotherapy
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